Preferential flow pathways in a deforming granular material: self-organization into functional groups for optimized global transport.
Existing definitions of where and why preferential flow in porous media occurs, or will occur, assume a priori knowledge of the fluid flow and do not fully account for the connectivity of available flow paths in the system. Here we propose a method for identifying preferential pathways through a flow network, given its topology and finite link capacities. Using data from a deforming granular medium, we show that the preferential pathways form a set of percolating pathways that is optimized for global transport of interstitial pore fluid in alignment with the applied pressure gradient. Two functional subgroups emerge. The primary subgroup comprises the main arterial paths that transmit the greatest flow through shortest possible routes. The secondary subgroup comprises inter- and intra-connecting bridges that connect the primary paths, provide alternative flow routes, and distribute flow through the system to maximize throughput. We examine the multiscale relationship between functionality and subgroup structure as the sample dilates in the lead up to the failure regime where the global volume then remains constant. Preferential flow pathways chain together large, well-connected pores, reminiscent of force chain structures that transmit the majority of the load in the solid grain phase.